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Smugglers, Inc. 2.0
“A Comprehensive APPROACH to Identifying Smuggling Tradecraft and Countermeasures”

Gallatin, TN
May 19th - 21st, 2021
8:30AM - 5:00 PM

Course Details
“This comprehensive 24-Hour proprietary course was developed and is delivered by ‘Shawn Pardazi’ of
Triple I Solutions based on his personal operational experience of conducting “interdiction
Investigations” over a period of 25 years. This course will enable the student to fully understand
the “Tradecraft” of smuggling operations at all levels and familiarize the student with the various
countermeasures deployed by those involved in smuggling contraband, through the use
of C.O.A.T.I.S. (clandestine operations and tradecraft identification system). C.O.A.T.I.S. is a system
developed by the instructor and is the result of human intelligence gathered from the formal
debriefing of hundreds of smugglers. Additionally, the course will also dive deep into the various
countermeasures used to conceal clandestine smuggling activity.
The model system will help
students recognize specific countermeasures such as cover operations, personas and operational
security implementation used by smuggling organizations to operate covertly. The student will
learn tactic of elicitation and the use of ‘soft communication’ to elicit hidden agendas without risking
exposure of the interviewer’s motive. In addition, the student will learn about “cognitive biases”, how
they affect the evaluation of human responses in interviews and how to overcome such roadblocks.
The student will be taught effective strategies to assist with selecting the best potential target
engaged in smuggling operations. The course will enhance the student’s ability to articulate the
learned objectives and tactics in a report as well as prepare the student to effectively testify to
the observations in a court proceeding. How to properly obtain consent to search will be discussed,
as well as what is required to justify a prolonged detention absent consent. Upon completing this
course, the student will not only have the knowledge necessary to be more effective, but also the
confidence to employ the learned tactics to produce and deliver solid interdiction cases to the
prosecutors!

ONLY 50 SEATS
REGISTRATION-PAYMENT &
CANCELATION DEADLINE:

Hampton Inn

05/07/2021

(Gallatin)

980 Village Green Crossing
Gallatin, TN 37066
Government Rate $96+Tax
Contact Hotel Direct
615.206.9595

First Come, First Serve!

COST: $295
Credit Card Payments

ONLY

https://www.evadinghonesty.com
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